Corporate Health Dynamics (CHD)
Street Therapy
Game Plan Cross Section
CHD
Street
Therapy

= Performance Goal
= Performance Deficit
= Performance Score

= Our True Nature
= Our Biggest Problem
= Our Simple Solution

CHD
Street
Therapy

= Interdependent Variable = Spiritual Connection
= Confounding Variable
= Spiritual Dejection
= Restorative Variable
= Spiritual Perception

CHD
Street
Therapy

= Perfection
= Infection
= Resurrection

= God’s Image
= Diminished Image
= Restored Image

CHD
Street
Therapy

= God’s Will
= Ill Will
= Free Will

= Top Priority
= Corporate Authority
= Individual Superiority

The above Corporate Health Dynamics (CHD) Street Therapy game plan cross
section serves as a guide for empowering anyone or any organization to master this
game plan, all through the power of play. The objective is to: Get the “Therapy” and
experience the clarity (the truth) in spiritual health, healing and prosperity.
What this proposition suggests is that our life, business, health and happiness will
gain added value to the tune of unlimited wealth, perfect health and the re-creation
of our spiritual self. Our spiritual “self” represents that part of us which is God.
The CHD Street Therapy game plan reveals the existence of God housed within the
CHD model. When we put this game plan into play, utilizing the power of God, we
automatically matriculate to higher levels of spiritual consciousness. The spiritual
level is where we wake up to discover that our true nature is the power of God.
Every human being possesses a portion of God’s power. As a Certified Playologist
who specializes in the field of Playology, I can teach anyone how to put that power
into play for advancing the evolution of human potential in every aspect of our lives.
To learn how you can enjoy an everyday measure of un-adult-erated pleasure
utilizing the power of God, please contact me, get your CHD “T” and play along with
me. The CHD “T” encompasses the entire game plan of life.
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